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Abstract
We present Fabrik, a neural network editor that provides
tools to visualize, create, edit, and share networks from
within a browser. Fabrik provides an intuitive GUI to import
neural networks written in popular deep learning frame-
works and allows users to build, interact with, and edit mod-
els via simple drag and drop. It is designed to be framework
agnostic and support high interoperability and can be used
to export models back to any supported framework. Finally,
it provides powerful collaborative features for users to iterate
over model design remotely and at scale. Code on GitHub1.

1 Introduction
In recent years, long strides have been made in AI, primarily
propelled by the advent of deep learning [6]. This progress
has been catalyzed by the development of well-designed
and documented open-source frameworks for deep learn-
ing. Over 23 such frameworks exist [5], each having a dis-
tinct strength, such as deployment and serving [1], inference
on mobile devices [2], or extensibility for rapid prototyp-
ing [7]. However, keeping up with the latest frameworks
presents a daunting challenge to newcomers and experi-
enced researchers alike, and having to constantly learn new
frameworks (for example, to run some other researcher’s
work) proves to be a significant time sink. Moreover, these
networks are developed iteratively and collaboratively, but
this process is still largely restricted to whiteboard discus-
sions, which does not scale well to remote teams.
To address these obstacles, we present Fabrik, an open-source
platform to visualize, create, edit, and share neural networks.

Visualize. Fabrik provides a simple GUI to import existing
networkswritten in popular frameworks such as Caffe, Keras,
and TensorFlow.2
Create. Fabrik has tools to create neural networks from

scratch by dragging and dropping layers.
Edit. Fabrik supports editing layers and parameters of the

neural network. Once done, the network can be exported to
a target framework, providing easy interoperability.

Share. Fabrik provides powerful collaborative features for
researchers to brainstorm and design models remotely. Mul-
tiple researchers can concurrently work on a single model
and see all updates to it.
These features position Fabrik to become a useful model

introspection tool for neural network practitioners.

1https://github.com/Cloud-CV/Fabrik
2Note that these are the top-3 frameworks by popularity based onGithub [9].

Figure 1. Visualizing the GoogLeNet [8] architecture with
Fabrik.

2 Fabrik System Design
Fabrik can be represented by a 3-tier architecture, with the
tiers being broadly classified as Presentation, Intermediate
Representation, and Back-End. The following subsections
discuss each of these components in detail.

2.1 Presentation Layer
The user-facing Presentation layer is one of the most impor-
tant components as all user interactions depend on it. Fig-
ure 1 shows the landing screen displayedwith theGoogLeNet [8]
network being visualized. It has four distinct sections:

Canvas: At the centre of figure 1 is the main scroll-able
canvas which shows the visualized network, allows the user
to move the layers (nodes of a neural network) around, con-
nect and disconnect layers, and add or remove layers.

Dashboard: Present on the left, it provides all core oper-
ations, such as searching and adding layers, importing or
exporting models, sharing models with collaborators, or ac-
cessing the model zoo (a built-in collection of popular models
available to import with a single click).

Layer Parameter Pane: Shown on the right, it displays
the parameters of the selected layer and allows the user to
overview or edit any of these parameters as required.

Parameter Overview: A tool-tip is rendered (not shown
here) on layer hover, providing a quick overview of that
layers’ configuration.

2.2 Intermediate Representation Layer
The intermediate representation allows us to decouple the
display portion of the application from framework-specific
back-ends. On importing a model from any of the supported
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frameworks, the layers are stored as the corresponding lay-
ers in the intermediate representation. We use the prototxt-
based model configuration protocol employed by Caffe [4] as
our intermediate representation as it is clean and extensible.
As different frameworks might have slightly varying pa-

rameters or parameter names, we map them to correspond-
ing names in this representation. Note that we extend the
protocol to hold the union of all parameters required by all
supported frameworks so that no information is lost. Creat-
ing such an intermediate representation is a challenging task,
as each framework has its own peculiarities for handling
layers. Take an example of the padding parameter (of convo-
lution layers for instance), some frameworks use a numerical
value for this while others use a text form (’SAME’/’VALID’).
Such differences have to be appropriately handled so that
converting between frameworks does not alter the model.

2.3 Back-End Layer
The back-end layer implements Fabrik’s business logic. It
consists of three main pillars:

Model conversion and export: The intermediate repre-
sentation helps support conversion from one framework to
another. Without it, separate logic would be required to port
between each pair of supported frameworks. But now, the
export logic is only required from the intermediate represen-
tation to each of the supported frameworks. This reduces
the problem complexity significantly fromO(n2) toO(n), for
n different frameworks.

For export, a back-end task is created which converts the
intermediate representation to a model object of the respec-
tive framework. This task is made asynchronous through
Celery [3] so that it does not block the user from performing
actions on the canvas.

Real-time collaboration: For achieving real-time col-
laboration, a global copy of the shared model is maintained
in the database and all updates over multiple sessions are
performed on this, using communication via web-sockets.
Fabrik also employs an efficient implementation of opera-
tional transformation for the intermediate representation of
a model. These are categorised as – parameter update, layer
addition, layer deletion, and layer highlight. Whenever one
of these is performed, a corresponding update event is trig-
gered and propagated to all active sessions for maintaining
consistency in the collaborative session.

3 Use Cases
Visualizing Neural Networks: The prime objective of Fab-
rik is to provide users with the tool to visualize their network
structure. To enable this, there are a few core functionalities
built into the framework. Firstly, the user can import existing
networks. This serves as a sanity check confirming that the
network is built as intended. Networks can be visualized
by importing the network file, directly pasting the network

configuration into the available text editor, or by providing
a GitHub link for it. Secondly, Fabrik provides a drag and
drop neural network creator. Eliminating the need for a user
to be familiar with the syntax of particular frameworks, a
user can simply drag and drop layers and edit its parameters
to build a network from scratch. Lastly, Fabrik maintains
and displays the total parameter count for the visualized
network. The count is updated whenever a layer is modified.
This provides an idea of the layers’ impact on the overall
model complexity. The parameter count can be effectively
used as a teaching tool, to show students the impact of a
particular layer modification.

Cross Framework Model Conversion: Deep learning
researchers tend to have a preferred framework in which
they have expertise and use to publish code for their research.
When others wish to build upon that work but are unfamiliar
with a framework, it proves to be a hindrance. Fabrik can
bridge this gap as models can easily be ported to a framework
the user is comfortable in. Any network being visualized in
Fabrik can be exported to any of the supported frameworks,
irrespective of it being imported from a different framework
or being created in the application itself via drag and drop.
This, however, can sometimes be constrained by the absence
of some layers in a framework, in which case an appropriate
error message is displayed to the user.

Real-time collaboration: Fabrik provides users with a
platform where they can build deep learning models collab-
oratively in real-time. Real-time collaboration allows users
to share a model with others through a unique link, which
can be used to access and edit it. Furthermore, users can
view the history of updates performed on the model in a
collaborative session. They can also revert to a specific state
of the model at a particular point of time, which assists in
debugging. Collaborators can also comment on various as-
pects of a model architecture to provide feedback and make
working remotely efficient and transparent.

4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we propose Fabrik, a simple GUI for visualiz-
ing, creating, editing, and sharing neural network models in
the browser. Fabrik provides novel real-time collaboration
features to assist researchers in brainstorming and design-
ing models remotely and at scale. It provides a framework-
agnostic visualization scheme based on a novel intermediate
representation that can be used to quickly and efficiently
visualize model architectures. While of today it supports
three popular deep learning frameworks, as future work we
plan on adding support for additional popular frameworks,
such as PyTorch. Further, we plan to incorporate ONNX as
our intermediate representation as a step towards long-term
interoperability and maintainability. Finally, Fabrik will be
available as an online service which provides instant access
on any browser-supporting device for the purposes of de-
bugging, reproducibility, learning, and collaboration.
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